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DEDICATION

This small book is dedicated to all known and unknown
friends of the spirit and truth,
and to all self-motivated friends and partners of the Saints and prophets,

who realizing the significance of these days, the danger,
of the upcoming events, but also the need for the urgent spreading
of this warning message of the prophets,

who will contribute in the fast circulation and spread of this small
but especially for these times, significant project,
which with the knowledge and prompt warning can protect the prudent
and cautious from the universal forthcoming danger, even at the last moment.

Thessaloniki, April 2010,
Friendly and with regard,
George V. Telionis
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INTRODUCTION

The diachronically given prophecies, start from the B.C. Old Testament and are alive until today,
even though they are given partially and allocated each time, they are generally perpetual, unified,
interconnected and assembled.
These prophecies prove and indicate with an irresistible and undisputable way, to those who want to
see and to those who want to know, the one and only eternal truth, reality and Source of the entire
creation and existence.
From the study of the prophecies and the communication with Divine knowledge, man is promoted
to an existentially honored person, who is ideologically accepting and spiritually connected to the
emanated words and spirit of the Creator.
As a confirmation we remind you the well known phrase of Christ "He that receiveth a prophet in the
name of a prophet shall receive a prophet's reward" (Mathew's Gospel 10/41), but also the phrase at
the beginning of John’s Revelation "Blessed is he who reads and hears the words of the prophecy,
and who keeps what is written therein".

The above emanated prophetic words respect and honor man, existentially as an invited creature
and spiritually as a thoughtful sensible being and as a self-willing and free personality, which will
however be judged in the examinations of coexistence.
The prophetic word's main purpose is not only to discretely warn and protect the prudent and
thoughtful man from the forthcoming dangers and the deterministic consequences of his actions and
choices, but also to spiritually illuminate him with the knowledge and understanding of the spiritual
laws and the knowledge and understanding of the design and determination of the course of the
whole creation.
Without this knowledge, man, existentially, spiritually and practically, looks like a blind, orphan or
shipwrecked person in the ocean of existence, that doesn’t know where he is and where he is going.

The lack of an organized collection of approach and correlation of these prophetic texts that has
never been done, has resulted in the unawareness, mistreatment, improvisation and general
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undervaluation of the spiritually valuable and priceless prophetic words, but also in the dangerous
and spiritually painful and much more harmful, widespread, established and enthroned semi-literacy
that has spread greatly and has drifted a lot of people along with it.
This semi-literacy has led to the appearance of spiritually false, damaging and harmful opinions, that
have partly prevailed and derail the perception of reality, the realization of the signs of our days, blind
the mental vision, distinction and the understanding of the determination of the spiritual
circumstances, disorientate from the forthcoming danger and cancel out the warnings of the prophetic
words.

In this first book we mainly focus on the prophetic words regarding the immediate forthcoming events
of the 3rd World War, that as we will see, are given to us in great detail and with very precise
approximations.
This focused project that is done in this book, has as its main target to warn, shout, reveal and
show to Greeks and the world, through the prophecies, the warning signs that precede the immediate
forthcoming onset and events of the 3rd World war.
So, for the first time here, the collection, correlation, analysis and also the unlocking of these
prophecies are presented, which complete one another, approach and define the onset and the main
points of these immediate forthcoming events.
So, as each reader will find out here, through the prophecies, given to us from above, and about the
time period that we examine here, the picture and knowledge of the future's course clearly results,
and so does where we are and what will follow each time.

The wider, total and full picture of humanity's course and creation, as well as the determination of the
spiritual laws that permeate it, are also clearly given through the total of the prophetic words, but
nonetheless ignored, are presented in the second book that will surprise humanity and that will
immediately come out and follow this one.
The particular target of the present book, even though it corrects some distortions here, it doesn’t
allow the spherical approach, the general attestation and the restoration of the totality of the prophetic
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words that have been distorted and will be restored in the following, bigger surprise book that we
mentioned earlier.

Note: The collection of the prophecies and the initial material has been done through the specific and
relatively small bibliography, that is referred to at the end of this book.
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A
PROPHECIES WITH REFERENCES ABOUT THE 3RD WORLD WAR
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Prophecy of Saint Methodius

ORACLE
of Saint Methodius, archbishop of Patara, who became well known in the 4th century A.D.

In the last days of the seventh century, the Turks will rebel and will surround the walls of
Constantinople and all the different-religion people will gather there and Eptalofos (Constantinople)
will turn its face towards the sunset (Europe) and alas to you Constantinople from this rage, when
you will be encircled by a great army and will be seized by a meaningless thing and your wonderful
walls will fall like a hut, and the young man will put a rein on you, he will set his scepter and he will
not stop there and he will put his hand in God’s Holy altars and the Holy will ward off and crush the
sons of loss (Hades) and after that the snake that sleeps will stand up (Russia) and will hit the raven
(Turkey) and will appropriate its crown and its name will be praised for a while, and the sons of loss
(Turks) in resistance will turn their faces towards the sunset (America - Europe), thus the sleeping
snake (Russia) will have a blessed death and in Eptalofos (Constantinople) will prevail the blond
nation (Russians) for six or five (months) and cabbages will be planted in it and many will eat from
these to take revenge from the Saints, and three commissionaires will prevail in the east and the
prophet will set and after him an autonomous will arise and after him another wild wolf and they will
hit the Ishmaelite (Turks) and they will kick them out up to Kolonia and the nations that stand still
which are in the northern places will be disturbed, and they will act with great violence and severe
anger and they will be separated in four administrations, the first in Ephesus, the second in Melagia,
the third in Akrokambos, that is, in Pergamos and the forth in Bithynia and they will gather a lot of
woods (arsenal) and they will trespass its borders, then the nations that stand on the corner of the
South will be agitated and Great Philip will stand up with eighteen languages, they will gather in
Constantinople and wage war, which has never happened before and they will run in the streets and
in narrow passes of Constantinople and the killing of people will become a river and the sea will blur
from the blood until the depth of the sea bottom.
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Then the ox will shout and the deer will mourn, and then the weapons will stop and a voice from the
sky will shout, wait, wait, peace to you, this revenge on the disobedient and insubordinate is enough,
and go to the right places of Constantinople, and there you will find a person who is standing
between two columns with a lot of grief, (he is of a bright kind, righteous, charitable, clothed poorly,
his look is strict and his thought is calm) he has a mark on his right leg and a voice from an angel will
preach, declare him as a king, and they will give him a sword in his right hand, and say to him " John
be valorous and have power and win your enemies", and take the sword from the angel who will
crush the Turks, the Ethiopians and every faithless breed.
He will separate the Turks in three parts, he will slay the first, he will baptize the second and he will
enslave the third in the East, and on his return the treasures of earth will open and everyone will
become wealthy and no one will be poor and the land will generate hundredfold production and the
war weapons will become agrarian plows and sickles and he will reign for thirty five years, and after
his end he will reign for twelve years, and He predicted His death and He will proceed to Jerusalem
and will surrender His kingdom to God and from then on, his four successors will reign and the 1st will
prevail in Rome, the 2nd in Alexandria, the 3rd in Thessaloniki and the 4th in Constantinople.
These will fight each other, they will be enlisted to fight each other and they will enlist the priests and
monks and none of them will be saved and in absence of a righteous man, a filthy, shameless
woman will prevail in Constantinople and she will pollute God’s holy altars and she, after standing in
the middle of Constantinople, will preach with a great voice saying “which God other than me? And
who resists my Kingdom?” and immediately Constantinople will be shaken by an earthquake and it
will sink with its residents to the bottom of the sea and Hades and they will mourn Constantinople and
another one will reign in Thessaloniki for a long time and then Smyrna and Cyprus will sink by a sea
tornado and then the antichrist will reign and do amazing, great and incredible things, so if it is
possible to mislead the chosen ones as well, as our Lord says, he is going to be born by Jews, from
the tribe of Dan, a person born by a polluted virgin, dressed like the devil, and in the beginning he will
show placidity, humbleness to the people and he will show hypocrisy to the people and then he will
be loved by the crowd and will be declared as King and he will do amazing works, he will firstly love
the Jews and he will reconstruct the demolished temple and diseases will come and hungers, local
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sinkings and the waters will dry, the sky will not give its rain to earth, and this cursed demon will reign
for three years and six months, then the days will shorten and the year will pass as if it was a month
and the month like a week, like a day and the day like an hour.
So, after the completion of time, God will rain fire on earth, and earth will burn for thirty forearms,
then earth will shout towards the Lord and its creator and say: “I am a virgin, my Lord, before you and
there is no sin in me”, then the skies will turn like a book and God’s angels will blow their trumpets
and those who are righteous for centuries will resurrect and will stand on the right side of our Lord,
and the sinners on his left side.
And the righteous ones will enter heaven and the sinners in hell, towards the sunken dragon at the
bottom of Tartarus (Hades), so that they worship him with his ministers and nominate him as their
king, and they will be punished eternally.
To us all, let it happen to succeed Christ’s kingdom, worshiping the Father, Son and Holy Spirit, the
one deity and kingdom, with Christ, our Lord, to whom the glory in the centuries of the centuries.
Amen.

Saint Methodius, with his above prophecy (4th century A.D.), gives us a synoptic picture of the facts
and history, starting with the fall of Constantinople (1453) and reaching up to the antichrist’s
appearance.
First of all, we see that ten centuries ago, he chronologically defines the conquest of Constantinople
(Eptalofos) by the Turks (Hagarenes) at the end of the seventh century.
The millenniums from Adam are ecclesiastically accounted as centuries. According to the chronology
of the Holy Bible, 5508 years intercede from Adam to Christ. Adding another 1453 years until the fall,
we have 6961 years, so we are approaching the seven thousand years since Adam, that is exactly at
the end of the seventh millennium or otherwise exactly at the ultimate days of the seventh century,
just as Saint Methodius has predicted.
He predicts Mohamed as a young boy, that is a teen youngster because of his young age, and
indeed when he conquered Byzantium, he was 21 years old (he was born 29/3/1432).
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He also predicts the closed doors in the interior of Hagia Sofia, that indeed up to this day, Turks
have not opened in fear of the bizarre phenomena that happen (and the Holy will ward off and crush
the sons of loss).

Like all prophets, Saint Methodius mentions as well: the six month-domination of Russians (blond
breed and sleeping snake) in Constantinople after they firstly hit the Turks (raven), Russian's defeat,
Turkey’s destruction, the universal killing of one another for Constantinople, the straits of Bosporus
and the plenty of blood that will be spilled there, the pause of the war from above and the miraculous
election of Saint King John with his name and characteristics, his successors, the forthcoming
spiritual fall of Constantinople, its sinking and the forthcoming appearance of the antichrist.

Informingly, about the Turks we mention that Abraham’s wife, Sarah, who at the beginning was
sterile, asked from her servant, Agar, to have a child with Abraham for her sake. Then, Sarah threw
Agar out with the child that she had with Abraham. To Agar, that had been thrown out with the child,
an angel appears, telling her to go back and be humble to her dame Sarah. He also tells her to name
the child Ishmael and he predicts that this child will be a bushman, he will live in opposition to all his
brothers, he will spread his hands on everybody and everybody’s hands will be on him.
The Turks are descendants of Ishmael, Agar’s child and that is why they are named Ishmaelite and
Hagarenes.
In these words of the angel, the entire spiritual law of Turks and their history are included.
(Holy Bible, Genesis, chapter 16).
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Prophecy of the spiritual father of King Emmanuel Palaiologos

WORDS
of a holy man to the king Emmanuel Palaiologos (1350-1425) for the fall of Constantinople
and its subsequent liberation.

The King of Constantinople, Emmanuel Palaiologos, once asked his spiritual father about the future of
the Town (Constantinople), an old man 98 years old, very holy, prudent, wise and educated who told him
these:
"When God allows it, Constantinople will be seized by Turks, and many islands and countries will bow
down to them. After the Town has been dominated by the Turks for ten years and two months, that is
three hundred and ninety, almost four centuries, the Christians are going to make a big argosy.
Priests, monks and people from every class, without wanting it, by divine impulse will come to
Constantinople, except for some places there are some chosen ones, they will remain and the argosy
will be so great that the chiefs and commanders of the argosy will be about seventy thousands. Each
one of them will have ten thousand men under his command. They will enter ships in the sea and go to
Constantinople, to the area that is called Kontoskali.
After the Turks see them there, they will abandon the Town and go to Asia to save themselves. These
chiefs of the Christians' army will fight with each other about who will dominate Constantinople and
during their fight they will draw the swords and they will want the Christians to kill each other; the
people’s killing will be so great, that all the cavities and the entire land of the Town will be full of blood,
so that even a three year old ox will drown in the blood and the blood will flow to the ocean up to
eighteen courts and this slaughter will be very big, after this disaster in which all sinners will be
slaughtered and none of them will be saved. Then an angel from the sky will come down with God’s nod,
holding the scepter and sword of Saint King Constantine in his hands and he will coronate the peaceful
as a king. Who he himself will be in the middle of all, in the war, and he will give the scepter and sword
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to him and he will call out Eleimonas (merciful) and say to him: "be valorous and have strength and
defeat the enemies of Jesus and his holy students", and immediately that fight and war will stop, three
angels will raise the king, and bring him in the great temple of Hagia Sofia and coronate him as a king.
All remaining people from the war, who will be righteous, because the fight between them will not stop
until all sinners will be destroyed.
There in new Zion Hagia Sofia they will go, so to worship this pure king.
From all over the world, all people will gather to worship him, and the king will see them coming from far
away, he will honor them and accept them with joy and embraces. They will ask him where He is from
and then the king will say to give a lot of money to all attendants that came there, and they will ask him
what this money is, and he will tell them that this and much more is for you and I will give to whoever
comes to Town, houses and fields and whatever he wants, and I will be like one of your brothers and all
of us are brothers, and the father of all of us is Christ. For seven years people will gather in the Town
and all the islands will be deserted, so there will not be any people there. In these seven years, the
whole Town will be full of Christian people, with their wives and children. Then, the king will say to them
my fathers and brothers, it is good to move against the enemies, so we can raise the Cross and take
revenge for our people’s blood. Then, everyone with one voice of God will say to him, may your will
happen high priest and that God’s voice spoke through Your mouth, Your command will happen. Then
the king will stand up and all of the people will go with him against the Turks, then the written words will
be fulfilled, that "one will throw one thousand away and two will move myriads away" until the Beautiful
gates which king Alexander of Macedonia blocked, he will pursue them, so the king will say then that the
Turks won’t stand up again from now on and not only the Turks, but also the Saracens and Scythians,
and every other nation that doesn’t believe in Christ.
Then the king will come back to Town, and when he enters, the treasures of the land will open and
wherever there is gold or silver the land will emerge smoke, our pure and merciful king will say: "go and
see what this smoke is" and with the pure king's command they will go and find treasures of gold and
silver and he will give all gold to them; all noble ones, after these they will find other bigger ones, and he
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will do the same with these too. And the quantity of the treasure will be so big, so they will throw a part of
on the ground because of its uselessness; joy and elation will exist in the whole world and no one will be
unjust and no one will be wronged, sinners will firstly be exterminated from earth, and the land will give
its fruit, hundredfold production, and according to the well know saying, from it honey and milk will run.
Three years the king will be on pursuit of the unfaithful, then he will enter the queen of cities, and he will
rest there with joy and elation for twenty years, after these, his son will reign for thirty years with joy and
great elation as well, after that, another king is going to reign from his race, who will have crudity and
great inhumanity, and his reign will last for two months. Then, Enoch and Elijah and John the Evangelist
will come, preaching to every Christian that a seductive comes, be careful so you won't be seduced, as
the Holy Gospel shows it.”

We have the same story of Constantinople in this prophecy as well, which also reaches the antichrist’s
years, giving us a synoptic and general picture that helps us in understanding the sequence of the
imminent events.

We also have here very synoptically the world war in Constantinople, with so much blood that it will
drown a three year old ox and will make the sea red in a distance of 18x185=3330 meters.
Furthermore, we have the remarkable cease of the war, the remarkable election of the Saint King, his
universal recognition, administration, works, the prosperity, the subsequent fall and the antichrist that
follows.
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Prophecy of Saint Andrew fool-for-Christ.

Please holy Father for all these, make them clear to me, because only you were given this grace to
know the future and the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven.
Blessed Andrew said:
"This Town which is prominent over many nations will not be seized by people of other religions, it will
be invincible, because Virgin Mary has covered and protected it with the cover of her wings, and with
her prayers it will be kept untouched, but many nations will attack its walls but won't accomplish
anything and they will leave ashamed. And from this Town, nations will get rich and from its wealth
they will relish. Some words mention that the breed of Turks will invade and they will slaughter many
crowds with their knives, and I say that the blond breed (Russia) will invade, whose initial letter is the
seventeenth letter of the twenty-four letters (Greek alphabet = Ρ = R), they will enter and they will lay
the sinners’ bottoms on the ground, alas to those from the two new buds, whose air weapons and
sharp sickles reap with fire and don’t come back and they don’t remain here anymore.
(intercontinental rockets and relative guns).
For the beginning of pains and for doomsday, how can we narrate these without tears, my child?
Because during the last days God will appoint a king from poverty who will govern with great justice
and he will be, through his charity, likeable to everyone and he will make the poor rich and there will
be peace, like in Noah's days, because they will never wage war. People will be very rich and in deep
calmness, eating and drinking, marrying and getting married, acting with great comfort and carelessly
being content with the things on earth, and due to the fact that no war will be waged on earth, they
will turn war weapons and equipment into agricultural sickles and machinery. And after these, he will
turn his face towards the east and will humiliate Agar’s sons (Turks), because our Lord will get angry
with them for their blasphemy, with everything that they have blasphemed to our Lord Jesus Christ,
and because of the sodomite sin that they commit (homosexuality), many of them after receiving the
holy baptism will be welcomed and honored by that pious king, he will exterminate, extinguish and
give a violent death to the rest of them.
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At those times the whole universe will be restored (the one under the sun) and the Illyrian will return
to the kingdom of Romans and Egypt will capitulate. And he will put his right hand on the
surrounding nations and he will calm the blond nations down and he will extinguish those who hate
him, and for thirty two years he will keep the kingdom. For twelve years he will not receive taxes and
charges, he will restore the demolished churches and he will reconstruct the temples of saints. There
won't be any trials in his days, neither there will be an accuser nor an accused, because the whole
earth will grow prudent from his face and he will bring people to reason from their fear and he will
exterminate his functionaries that break the law during those times. And every gold that lies hidden in
any place, with a nod from God will be revealed to that King and he will share all goods to those who
need them. And his functionaries will get wealthy and will be like kings and the poor like masters and
he will show great zeal to throw the Jews out, there won’t be any Israelites in this town, and he will
make great achievements and there won’t be any music player or guitar player or singer in his days
who will commit disgraces, because he will hate all those and extinguish them from the Lord’s town,
everyone that works in iniquity.
There will be joy and elation, and goods from the land and the sea will wealthily be produced and it
will be like Noah’s times, delighted with calmness and peace, until the flood came and extinguished
them all. After the passing of this Kingdom there will be the beginning of pains. Then, the son of sin
will be elected named Araihlihos and he will reign in this Town for three years and six months and he
will do such iniquity, that has never happened since the beginning of the world and neither will ever
happen, because he will dogmatize and legislate fathers having intercourse with daughters, son with
mother and brother with sister, even if they want it or not, and those who will react and answer back
will die, and those who will die in this way, will be considered in the Kingdom of heaven with John the
Forerunner. Then he will order the monks to marry nuns and priests as well, and illegal mixtures will
multiply in the whole world and he will commit adultery with mother and daughter. And from the
cursed salaciousness the shallow and imprudent will find comfort, and with dissipation they will
commit adultery with their sisters and the dirt of adultery will raise to the sky and God will enrage
towards the whole universe with great rage and he will order thunders and lightening and these will
start to pursue him with their anger”
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We see here that Saint Andrew gives us the same sequence of events for Constantinople, predicting
its conquer by Turks after the Russians, John’s kingdom with his works, and the subsequent spiritual
fall.

In the book “Holy Andrew fool-for-Christ” of the holy monastery of Paraklitos in Oropos of Attica, Holy
Andrew’s prophecies are given about the kingdoms that will follow in Constantinople, in the period
after John and up to the antichrist.
There, he mentions after the aforementioned Araihlihos here, an idolater king of ancient-Hellenist
culture, after him a pious king from Ethiopia for twelve years, after him another pious from Arabia for
a year, then he mentions a joint reign of three immature youngsters, who will kill each other in a fight
between them, then a blasphemous and witch queen, who with her public blasphemies against God
will provoke the sinking of Constantinople in the sea, and after all these we have the antichrist’s
appearance as well.
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Prophecy inscribed over the tomb of Constantine the Great.

In the first Indikto (fifteen years), Ishmael's kingdom, the so-called Mohamed, is going to crush the
breed of Palaiologi, conquer Eptalofos, reign in it, reign over many nations and desolate the islands
up to the straits of the Black Sea. He will conquer those next to the Danube in the eighth Indikto, he
will conquer Peloponnesus in the ninth Indikto, he will campaign against the Northern areas in the
tenth Indikto, he will crush the Dalmatians, he will come back to the Dalmatians again, he will wage
great war with the passing of time, he will partly crush, and tribes and populations with the
accompaniment of the westerns, will wage war from sea and from land and they will crush Ishmael,
his successor will reign for less, a little and for a small time. The blond breed with its agents will
extinguish the whole Ishmael, they will take Eptalofos with the straits. Then, wild war will be waged
among the allies, until the fifth hour, a voice will shout three times "wait, wait with fear, run fast to the
right places, you will find a brave, admirable and gallant man, have him as bishop, because he is a
friend of mine and by receiving him, my will is fulfilled".

This prophecy was written encoded (leaving out some letters), on the tomb of Constantine the Great
(339 A.D), it was decoded by Patriarch Gennadios in 1440 and it has been verified, because it
predicts the names of Mohamed and Palaiologos ten centuries before they appeared, as well as the
synoptic story of the Mohammedan empire.
"Dalmates" (Dalmatians) are the people of northern Balkans.

In the prophecy the first defeat of the Ottoman empire in 1683 is verified (he will partly be crushed)
during the last siege of Vienna and later the crush of Turks by the Greeks, Serbians and Bulgarians
(tribes and populations) in the war of 1912- 1913, when Turkey capitulated with the involvement of
the westerns (accompaniment of the westerns).
The westerns are the European and American people.

Turkey had the Mohammedan system of administration, Sultans and Pashas, until its abolition by
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Kemal (1922) and the prophecy predicts that this new system of administration of Ishmael = Turkey
(his successor) will last for a while (he will reign for a small period).

Further down, the prophecy predicts the expected descent of the Russians (the blond breed), the
crush of Turks (they will demolish the whole Ishmael), the conquer of Constantinople and the straits
(privileges) by the Russians and the forthcoming wild war (civil) between Christian countries in
Constantinople.

Lastly, the termination of the war and the indication and appearance of Saint King John which are
given from above, are predicted here once more.
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Anonymous prophecy (1053 A.D.)

1. Great European war
2. Defeat of Germany, destruction of Russia and Austria.
3. Haragenes' (Turks) defeat from the Greeks
4. Haragenes' reinforcement from the west and Greeks’ defeat from Agar (Turkey).
5. Orthodox peoples' slaughtering.
6. And Orthodox peoples' great worry.
7. Invasion of foreign troops from the Adriatic Sea. Alas to those who dwell on earth, Hades is
ready.
8. For a moment, Hagarenes become great.
9. New European war.
10. Orthodox peoples' union with Germany.
11. French’s defeat from the Germans.
12. India’s revolution and its separation from England.
13. England is restricted only to Saxons.
14. Orthodox people’s victory and the Hagarenes' general slaughter from the Orthodox.
15. People worry.
16. General despair on earth.
17. Seven countries fight in Constantinople. Slaughter of three days and three nights. The biggest
country's victory over the six others.
18. Six countries' alliance against the seventh country, slaughter of three days and three nights.
19. Cease of the war from the angel (from God - from Christ) and surrender of the Town to
Greeks.
20. Submission of the Latinos to the unmistakable Orthodox belief.
21. The Orthodox belief will spread from east to west.
22. The barbarians’ fear and terror from it.
23. The Pope’s cease and the declaration of one Patriarch for the whole of Europe.
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24. In 1, 5 and 50 the end of sadness; in the seventh, there will be no one miserable, there is no
one exiled, returning to the embrace of the jubilant Mother (church).

That’s how it is and that’s how it will be.
Amen. Amen. Amen.
I am the Alpha and the Omega
First and last.
In the end, one flock and one pastoral will be from the real Orthodox faith.
This will happen.
Amen. Amen. Amen.
(Christ’s servant, the Real God).

This prophecy has been taken from the library of the sacred monastery of Koutloumousiou in Mount
Athos (Holy Mount) and it was found in 1913 in an old manuscript of the sacred monastery of Holy
Naoum in Koritsa, Epirus.

According to this prophecy, we are near the realization of the 14th article (Russian’s descent to
Turkey) and the events of the 3rd World War follow.

Here, the description of the events of the 3rd World War (14-19), are in general the same as the rest
of the prophecies, although in article 17, a divergence occurs in relation to the descriptions of all the
rest of the prophecies.

Also in this prophecy we see the surrendering of Constantinople to Greeks (19) once more, as well
as the following gleam of Orthodoxy (20-24).
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Words of Leo the Wise about John.

WORDS
of Leo the Wise about the legendary, poor and chosen
king who resides at the first end of Byzantium.

The real and great king, who resides in that place for the heat wave. He was thrown out of his house
by people and gave his mattress to the islands, in order to float and fish in the seventieth year, and in
the seventieth year, at the end of the Ishmaelite he will be revealed, he will observe in the days of
Sirocco and the first will become the second and the second first, and after all these there will be
killing in the middle of the town in the olive grove Pactolo, on a Friday, the third hour of the day and
while the three are in agitation, the third will become first and the anointed who is going to be
revealed will be revealed, he will appear with arrows and Christ’s signs, and he will be brought by the
aforementioned angel.
And he will say in his ear, "you that are sleeping get up and resurrect from the tomb and Christ will
enlighten you, because He invites you for the chosen people".
And for the second time he will say to him. "Get out, you who hides and don’t hide, many ask for
You, everybody will get out and you will get in alone".
And the third time he will give him stone plates, on which it has been carved that he will take revenge
for God’s people and he will create Christian morals and he will re-establish the worthy in holiness,
who became likable to God of heaven and earth. He has a mark, the nail of the first toe of the right
foot has a bump, his talk is sweet, his face is nice, he has no beard, he is middle-aged, bald and
open-handed, his nose has a notch, his eyes are apathetic, purified by hunger and dressed with rags
because he is a hermit, he will be mild and philanthropist, with communicability, big-hearted,
tremendous, with no beard, his right hand has emblems with two red lines and red crosses.
The people regarded him as nothing and useless and he will place on his peak and will anoint him
with oil at the end of the days. He will be written nominated (anointed) and he will go against the
Ishmaelite and he will defeat them.
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In those days, people will get sad and they will bow their faces towards the earth and throw dirt on
their heads and they will cry to God and then God will listen to their prayer and send his angel
shaped as a human and he will reside on the islands and he will announce his saint anointed, the
predicted and unused, the poor and unworldly, the charitable and blessed, the naked and purple
clothed (rights of a saint), the physically dead and spiritually alive, the former prince who did not
govern, the ignorant who knows a lot, from the womb of a duchess and from a king’s breed, his name
sounds bad, a name of a wild wolf, his class is of supreme imperial axiom, the previous governor and
ungoverned, preserves every piety and prophecy, the previous prince who did not govern, that
people exhaust like he is dead and not useful for anything, God will reveal and present and anoint
him with oil at the end of days.
He is anointed in life from his mother’s belly with this holy oil. He will be revealed in this way, a star
will be revealed for three days and in the night at the third hour in the middle of the town, on the
daybreak of the mother of the Almighty, the star which will appear won't be a planet, but the one that
appeared at the birth of Christ, our Savior and a strong preacher will announce during the three days
and nights and will reveal the anticipated man, and then the people seeing and listening to the
thunderous voice of the preaching, will be surprised and wonder with joy and fear together, they will
shout, without knowing the anticipated man, then everyone will be activated and continuously cry with
zeal Lord have mercy, with sighs and shattered tears for the grief that has fallen upon them, they will
follow God and He will favorably accept their prayer and with an eye of mercy he will inspect the
residents of earth and for the chosen ones of that time, the chosen one will be revealed.
A firmament of clouds will be shown on the sky, brighter than the sun, and will have the size of a
spring heaven tray (….?). From the inside, a cross will be hung, on the left side of the red cross there
will be an arrow of great size, which he defined to our fathers as an eternal will and while everyone
will ignore it, it will be realized on the stairs of heaven and it will complete its end until the point of
appointing the position of the real king’s hut. Then, people seeing will praise the God of heaven and
earth and running they will go to the edge of the arrow, and after they take the valuable and old king
with candles and bay-leaves they will bring him to great Zion and the preacher with the thunderous
voice, without being seen from the sky, he will say to people: "Is this likeable to you?" and then
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everyone will be afraid and terrified and in trance and tears they will raise their hands towards the sky
and say Yes Lord, because You gave him to us, he is likeable to us and after they have worshiped
singing chants, they will lead him to great Zion. And after he prays he will seal (cross) the gates and
they will open... and whoever is there will leave in great fear and after they pray, they will raise him to
a high place and name him king...
And like this they will bring him to the palace at night and the signs will fade. And two angels will lead
him, looking like white dressed male monks, and they will say in his ear everything that he must do.
Those who will want to put their hands on him, ignoring the signs, saying to each other and strapped
with their series of sins and illegal actions of the glorious and reputable men of that time, many of
who will escape to havens of the earth, and everyone will praise God and will be calm.

Leo the Wise, gives us here descriptions and details for the admirable appearance and appointing of
Saint King John.
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Prophet Ezekiel

Prophet Ezekiel of the Old Testament dedicates the two chapters 38 and 39 of his book to the soon
expected descent of the Russians to Israel.

He writes there that Russians, with their entire troops like a cloud and rain will descend, will cover
earth, will reach Israel and will depredate the Jews.

But God, who will lead the Russians to Israel, in order to punish the Jews for their secession, will
then punish the Russians as well, whom he will disarm and kill there, because they will think
mischievously.

For seven months they will gather Russians corpses in a seaside canyon and for seven years after,
the Jews will get warmed by the abandoned fuels of the Russians’ weapons.

Also, prophet Ezekiel mentions that on that “day” when the Russians come to Israel, by an outburst
of God’s rage, a very big and disastrous earthquake will happen, there in the region of Israel, from
which mountains will crack, canyons will collapse and every wall on the earth will also fall.

Note: Attention, the texts of these two chapters, in the non-orthodox editions of the Old Testament,
have been altered and distorted and their meaning has been reversed.
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John’s Revelation about the 3rd World War (chapter 9, 1-12)

Chapter 9

1 And the fifth angel blew his trumpet, and I saw a star fallen from heaven to earth, and he was given
the key of the shaft of abyss;

2 and he opened the shaft of abyss, and from the shaft rose smoke like the smoke of a burning
furnace, and the sun and air, darkened with the smoke from the shaft.

3 Then from the smoke came out locusts on earth, and they were given power like the power
scorpions have on earth;

4 they were told not to harm the grass of the earth or any green growth or any tree, but only those of
people who have not the seal of God upon their foreheads;

5 they were given not to kill them but torture them for five months, and their torture was like the
torture of a scorpion, when it stings a man.

6 And in those days men will seek death and will not find it; they will long to die, and death will fly
away from them.

7 In appearance the locusts were like horses prepared for war; on their heads were what looked like
crowns of gold; their faces were like human faces,

8 they had hair like women's hair, and teeth like lions' teeth;

9 they had chests like iron breastplates, and the noise of their wings was like the noise of chariots
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with many horses rushing into war.

10 They have tails like scorpions, and stings, and in their tails lies their power of hurting men for five
months.

11 They have as king over them the angel of abyss; his name in Hebrew Abaddon, and in Greek he
is called Apollyon.

12 The first woe has passed; behold, two woes are still to come.

This point of the Revelation, that is the fifth trumpet of the Revelation, like we will see verified by the
oracle of Leo the Wise, corresponds to the events of the 3rd World War.

The description seems to describe a comet or a nuclear bomb, which will ignite oil-wells or activate a
volcano and earth will darken.

The above description of the locusts reminds military helicopters or airplanes, which will spray
chemicals on humans and particularly on non-Christian populations, because they don’t have God’s
seal on their foreheads, meaning they are not baptized Christians.

The administration of these sprays, if it is not the impersonal system of globalization, which is known
to be satanic, will be some commander with a similar name of a demolisher or an exterminator, or an
emblem of a relative satanic meaning, will appear.
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John’s Revelation for the prophesized king (chapter 12/5).

Chapter 12

1. And a big sign was shown in the sky, a woman dressed with the sun, and the moon under her
feet, and on her head, a crown of twelve stars.

2. And having in her belly she shouted, was in pain and was tortured to give birth.

3. And another sign was shown in the sky, and behold, a great dragon of fire, which had seven
heads and ten horns, and on its heads seven diadems (crowns).

4. And its tail drags the third of the stars of the sky and it puts them on earth, and the dragon stood
in front of the woman who was going to give birth, so when she gives birth to devour the child.

5. And she gave birth to a male son, who is going to shepherd all nations with an iron rod, and her
child was taken away to God and his throne.

6. And the woman left to the desert, where there is a place prepared by God, so that they feed her
there for one thousand two hundred and sixty days.

Here Revelation compares the church to a pregnant woman who suffers to give birth to her child,
which means to spiritually rebirth people, and who will be persecuted for three and a half years
during the era of the antichrist.

The sun and the twelve stars symbolize Christ and the twelve Apostles.
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The dragon of fire symbolizes the system of the satanic world power, which doesn’t allow leaders
and commanders (men) with Christian spirit and ideology to gain positions of authority and who
vanishes from the face of earth.

So the expected king John, is the saint Christian king that is expected (the male child, meaning the
spiritual man), who according to the prophecies which we saw, will restore justice on earth with power
from above (iron rod) and who in an admirable way is protected and cared for, by God.

Soon after Saint king John’s appearance, the antichrist comes, who will officially pursue Christianity
on earth.
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B
PROPHECIES WITH TIME DEFINITIONS
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Agathaggelos’ prophecy.

Constantine started it and Constantine will lose the Byzantine empire of the east. Son of human,
count from the first Constantine until the 12th number of the same name and you will find the number,
in which it will happen. God has decided and God’s indisputably defined decision is irremovable. It
will be completed in the fourth century from fifty two until three, in which time the enormous kingdom
will fall in the hands of the Saracenes. The houses will be ruined, the holy temples will be
contaminated and the believers will be decisively persecuted until the eighth century, because God
wants people to know His justice and feel the burden of His mighty hand and repent and run towards
Him again, in order to be tried and then be desirable and welcomed… and as the people of Israel
were subjected to Nebuchadnezzar, so these people will be subdued to the disrespectful Hagarenes,
until the defined time, and will remain captive under the yoke for almost four full centuries.

Agathaggelos in 1279 predicts exactly to the Byzantines the time of the fall of the Byzantine empire,
saying that this will indisputably and irremovably happen in the fourth hundred from the fiftieth second
to the fiftieth third year.
This prophecy was realized precisely in 1453, just like Agathaggelos had predicted.

The giving of this specific prophecy at this point (even though it doesn't refer to the third world war)
happens to prove to many that many times the prophecies can also chronologically define events,
that is when they will exactly, happen but also the fact that many times they precisely define and
specify the duration of some situations, something that has historically been proven and verified
many times.
So despite whichever mistakes many make during superficial efforts of interpretation, explanation
and definition of the prophecies, it doesn’t mean that generally the occupation with prophecies must
be avoided, or that it is impossible for a correct approaching, interpretation, definition and explanation
of a prophecy to occur, like many inconsiderately claim, causing great damage to the serious dealing,
approaching, knowledge and spreading of the priceless and precious prophetic words, which as
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emanating words from above, must be dealt with, studied and preserved with seriousness and
caution.

Because the four prophecies that follow also try to chronologically define the events of the 3rd World
War, we must particularly pay attention to them, in order to gain the advantage and benefit of the
precious knowledge and warning, which they are trying to give us.
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Oracle of Leo the Wise

When the raven from the east by coup pecks (hits) islands and land for three days, then Gog will
move suddenly from four places.
For five months and twenty seven days and three days the big plague of the locusts of the well of the
abyss will take place.

We see here, that Turks (the raven from the east) arbitrarily and by coup (possibly after a military
coup, as it is shown in the next prophecy of Saint Tarasius, as well as in the prophecies of Elder
Paisios), will attack the islands and land and for three days will be pecking, meaning they will slay
and kill, until they face the sudden attack of Russia (Gog).

Russia will probably occupy Constantinople for five months, plus one transitional month with some
appointed commissioners, so exactly six months will be completed until the forthcoming three-day
nuclear world war, which will open up the well of abyss and the fifth trumpet of Revelation will take
place.

This prophecy, in precision of days, defines the expected events and explains that from the
Russians’ attack on Turkey until the end of the 3rd World War, an exact period of six months passes
on: Five months and twenty seven days and three days of World War complete six months exactly.

The accuracy of the prophecy is not given randomly and in combination with other prophecies it can
lead those who study, believe and accept the prophetic words to accurate approaches, because
when one prophecy shows when some events start and the other shows exactly how long they will
last and the other one shows when all these events will finish, it will be "that" day and "that"
celebration, then it is like they have told us everything!!!
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Prophecy of Saint Tarasius

ORACLE
Of Saint Tarasius Patriarch of Constantinople in the year 785 Β.D

In the last days, Mohamed will reside in the palace of Byzantium and he will set his kingdom up there
for two times two days and nights, and one day, and two times two night hours with half an hour
missing.
And in the days and nights he will not have familiar titles, but in the day he will have two.
From them first the big one and then the small one of the three hours of the night and of the half of
an hour.
And his loss will be obvious in the third hour.
The two-legged "Π" (letter from the Greek alphabet = P) will be agitated with raging anger and it will
hit the bi-horned a little bit.
And people will be bilingual at that time.
And when the half hour of the night ends, they will become monolingual.
After the bi-horned "α" has been defeated completely by the "Π", it will remain with no horns and like
an eye or a little, like it was in the beginning.
And after it has been altered, it will get sleepy from the great tiredness and will say to Eptalofos
these with the last kiss.
Behold, I am sleepy and I will go to my bed in order to sleep, and you will be the night, the full moon
to be sleepless.
And after this happen, a civil war will take place and all the unfaithful people will get die.
And then the Saint King will wake up, who has the "I" at the beginning of his name, and at the end of
it he has an "Σ", which means salvation. (ΙΩΑΝΝΗΣ = JOHN).

The unlocking and interpretation of this prophecy is given for the first time here in this book.
As we will see the prophecy is verified historically with an admired way, and with an impressing
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precision till now, which astonishes us and engage us logically for its forthcoming total and whole
verification.
For this reason the prophecy of Saint Tarasius constitutes this moment a global new of great
importance about the immediately forthcoming and precisely defined beginning of the third world war.
The following unlocking of this prophecy constitutes a very important global new which we must
notice and spread for reasons of warning, preparation and information of people.
The above prophecy of Saint Tarasius which not only predicts the fall of Constantinople 668 years
before it happened, but also Mohamed's name precisely, is very important for our days because it
defines and shows us with great chronological precision and in six different ways, the end of Turk's
reign in Constantinople.
We must emphasize that the central target of this prophecy is clearly to define and indicate to us with
great precision this end of the Turkish domination on European ground, which coincides with the
descent of Russians and the beginning of the third World War.
We consider that it is sign and gift of God that this specific prophecy is unlocked for the first time right
now and like a warning a little before the forthcoming terrible events.

This prophecy tells us that the Turks who entered Byzantium will set a kingdom there for more than
111,5 hours but will not completely fill 112 hours because the last half hour will be not completed.
Four days and nights, one day and four hours, give a total of 112 hours (4 x 24 + 12 + 4 = 112
hours).
Turks, on the 28th of May 2011 with the old calendar, had completed exactly 558 years in
Constantinople (2011 - 1453 = 558 years).
Because the 112 hours ,which are not completed totally, that Turks in whole will remain in
Constantinople, must overlap the 558 years which have already been completed and because every
hour must logically correspond to an integer number of years, at this moment, the first possible
corresponding number-candidate of each hour, is coercively number five.
The next in line, possible number-candidate "six", which however is never used as a period or
counting measure in prophecies, prolongs Turks' domination in Constantinople for another 112 years.
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So firstly coercively examining the five year period, like the first possible corresponding solution to the
hours of the prophecy, we have:
The 111,5 to 112 hours, with the correspondence of the five year period for each hour (111,5 x 5 =
557,5 and 112 x 5 = 560), gives a total of 557,5 to 560 years of Turks' reign in Constantinople.
Turks conquered Constantinople on the 29th of May 1453, so adding 557,5 years more as a first
version, we reach the end of 2010 and we specifically have: (1453 + 5 months + 557 + 6 months =
2010 + 11 months).
To be precise, the 557,5 years were completed on the 28/11/2010 with the old calendar and with the
new calendar on 11/12/2010.
The prophecy defines Turks' end within the last half an hour, before it will be totally completed, that
is, Turks will stay in Constantinople for more than 111,5 hours, but he will not complete 112 hours
which are completed in 11/06/2013.
Consequently, the expected events must be realized within a time period of 2.5 years from 11/
12/2010 to 11/06/2013 and before this period will be totally completed.
Therefore, the prophesized event of Russia's descent and the end of Turks' domination in
Constantinople, logically should be realized in the year 2012 or the most beginnings of 2013.
Thus, the expected events, according to the first version, should take place within 2012-2013, or
otherwise will shift to 112 or 224 years later.

But let’s examine the continuance of this prophecy below to see if with the first compulsory version of
the five year period as a correspondence for each hour, the two mentioned surnames of Mohamed
are verified, which he received during the day.
Saint Tarasius tells us that the Turks in the first four days and nights (4 x 24 x 5 = 480 years) will not
have familiar titles (surnames) and on the next day, that is in the next 12 x 5 = 60 years, they will
acquire two familiar titles (surnames), first the big one and then the small one, which is mentioned in
the last three and a half hours (3,5 x 5 = 17,5) that is their last 17,5 years.
This period of the day, with the five year period corresponding to each hour as we said, starts from
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1453 + 480 = 1933 year and reaches up to 1933 + 60 = 1933 year. So the day on which Turks
receive their two surnames corresponds to the time period of 1933 - 1993.
Exactly within this period the accession of Turkey in NATO (1951) coincided, which is the first and
the biggest official western title of Turkey, but also within the same period again, Turkey officially
submitted an application for its accession in the E.U. (1987) and acquired the second familiar,
meaning western title, which is smaller than the first, given that E.U. is smaller than NATO.
So, we see another amazing realization and verification of the prophecy of Saint Tarasius, which
simultaneously shows the five year period as the verified version for the correspondence of the
hours, that the prophecy uses as a measurement of time.

Continuing below, the prophecy tells us that at the third hour their loss becomes obvious, the third
hour corresponds to the five year period from 2003 to 2008 (1453 + 480 of four days and nights + 60
of one day + 10 of the two hours = 2003).
We ascertain that indeed within this time period of 2003 - 2008, it was finally obvious that Turkey
would not be accepted in the E.U. and that wouldn't acquire this title, which again, verifies the
prophecy of Saint Tarasius.
But the discussions about the accession of Turkey, continue and have not been closed yet and it has
been active for the last 24 years (2011 - 1987 = 24).
The last 3,5 hours of Turkey, correspond to the period between 1993 until almost the end of 2010,
plus any given time extension.
So, we see the prophecy being verified in its references about the second title of the last 3,5 hours,
which they take during the day, which is under negotiations during the 3,5 hours and which is obvious
that they lose in the third hour, something that has been shown, but has not been closed yet.
We should note that the prophecy does not say that they lose the title, but only that it becomes
obvious that they will lose it, just as it is happening in reality.
So, according to the above approach of this prophecy, the third hour of Turkey has also passed and
now we are in the last half hour which is remaining, and which as we saw can be extended until the
beginning of 2013 maximum.
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This prophecy, which has until now already approached the end of Turkey in four different ways, with
the 112 hours, with the surnames of the day, with the surname of the 3,5 hours and with the
appearance of their loss in the third hour, continues giving us two more approaches of the end of the
domination of Turkey in Constantinople, which now define events that have not happened yet, but are
immediately expected to be realized and verified, a few months before this expected end of Turkey,
meaning within the next months that follow this warning book, which is rewritten in July 2011.
So the prophecy tells us that people who are bilingual, at the end of the last half hour, which is the
end of the last two and a half years, will become monolingual, so we conclude from the word that the
prophecy uses (in its end) that in the last few months that precede the events, probably a coup will
happen in Turkey, which will abolish the political conflict and it is very possible that something similar
will happen and precede in Greece as well, which will abolish the existence of two political parties.
So based on the prophecy we expect immediate political changes and events towards the direction of
abolishing the political parties and the appearance of a way of administration and commandment that
surpasses political parties.
The last way of defining the end of Turkey, that saint Tarasius gives us is that the two-horned “alpha”
(A), will abandon the town defeated by the two-legged "pi" (Π).
From this reference of the prophecy, we expect some “two-horned a” to appear in Turkey soon, given
that in Russia which will hit Turkey, we already have the "two-legged Π", which possibly corresponds
to Putin (Πούτιν).

So according to this prophecy the next months are very crucial, because they will reveal and finally
clear out with certainty the approach or not, of the events of the 3rd World War and of the attack of
Turks in Greece that will precede the events.
Finally, this prophecy as well, ascertains the appearance and raise of Saint King John immediately
after the destructions of the 3rd World War, which will precede.
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The prophecy of general Makrygiannis

From the manuscripts of Makrygiannis in the extract below we have the following prophecy dictated
from God.

And after I cried bitterly and hit my head many times, I saw his compassion again, and he says to his
good letters:
Whatever I tell you, listen to and write it:
number 52, number 53, number 54, number 55, number 56, number 57, number 58.
God with his compassion makes a resurrection and saves and sets his creature free and generally
all humanity of nations from tyranny, deception and fraud of disrespectfulness, and all people
become one, one flock, one shepherd. All God’s children will see His blessing and His goods and of
His kingdom, and the chains of disrespectfulness are crushed and shattered, the devil’s fallacy and
his followers', who exterminated my creature, my cursed.

According to this prophecy of Makrygiannis and also to the previous ones, as well as many other
relevant references of the patristic tradition of church, resurrection is mentioned exactly at the end of
the third World War for the raise, appearance or awakening of Saint King John and other saints who
will appear with him then.
From these prophecies' text talking about the raise of Saint King John and other saints, emerges the
known legend and people's folktale of the Marbled King's raise.

Here Makrygiannis gives us a series of numbers which ends with number 58 and then the
resurrection and spring follow, meaning the end of world war three, which will probably correspond to
the next number in line, which is 59.
With the time facts until now and in combination with the previous prophecy of Saint Tarasius, we
speculate that Makrygiannis' 58 in a first version must mean that 558 years must pass from the fall of
Constantinople until the events of world war three occur, which will have to occur within the next
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number in line which is 559th year, and is completed in 11/06/2012.
Therefore, with a margin of maximum a year around that date, we conclude that we should expect
the occurrence of these events in the period from 11/06/2011 to 11/06/2013.

In a second version, if the numbers of Makrygiannis correspond to decades, 580 years will have to
pass before the start of the events which means a time postponement to year 2033 and later (1453 +
580 = 2033).

We observe that the prophecy of Saint Tarasius and the first version of the prophecy of general
Makrygiannis, present an admirable time congruity of dates.
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Prophecy of Agathaggelos - Chrisodekatos (means the tenth golden number).

“The terrible century will bring the tenth-golden-number, then honey and milk will run in everything,
the dizziness will end, and for fifty full years peace will prevail, truth will triumph, and the sky will be
happy for the real faith, the orthodox faith will raise and it will bounce from east to west, to be
blessed, the barbarians will be horrified and totally shivering they will run to take flight, abandoning
the metropolis of the world (Constantinople), then God will be praised and people will see the works
of His omnipotence. In this way it will happen and in this way it will be. Amen”.

Agathaggelos who as we saw precisely defined the year of the fall of Constantinople, here in this
prophecy he mentions a tenth-golden-number, which will have to be combined with the “awful” events
of the 3rd World War, because after these, the predicted by many gleam of orthodoxy will come,
which is also described here.

Thus the tenth-golden-number, simply speculating and based on logic we have to assume that it will
be associated to the date of the beginning or end of the 3rd World War, or to the victims or damages
of the third world war, without being able however, to exclude any other possible interpretation.

Furthermore, always logically, we can speculate that the meaning of the tenth-golden-number can
either be many tens together (two or even three) possibly in combination with a Sunday, without
excluding of course any other possible version, which we haven't thought of with these firstly simple
logical assumptions.

But for the time being, all these are only a simple speculation of the prophecy, which only the
immediate future can clearly clarify.
However, cautiousness, searching and precaution can never harm, given that the coincidences that
appear for the time being, are highly unsettling and the indications of the prophecies are convergent.
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MORE RECENT PROPHECIES
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Prophecies of Saint Kosmas Aitolos.

Expected prophecies

 From three narrow passages, Kra, Krapsi and Mouzina, many troops will pass by for the Town
(Constantinople). It is good for women and children to go to the mountains. They will ask you if the
Town is far away, don’t tell them the truth, because they will molest you. This army will not make it
to the Town, in the middle of their way, they will find out that the war is over.
 When you see a thousand-ships (a big argosy) in Greek waters, then the matter of the Town will
be resolved.
 In the Town blood will be spilled, in which a three year old ox will swim in it.
 Whoever lives after the general war will be very lucky. He will eat with a silver spoon…
 After the general war the wolf will live with the lamb.
 Turks will leave, but they will come back again and reach up to Examilia (6 miles). In the end they
will pursued until the Red Apple-tree (According to tradition it is a location in the depths of Asia).
From Turks 1/3 will be killed, the other third will be baptized and only 1/3 will go to the Red Appletree.
 When you hear that the war has been caught from below, then it will be close.
 If the war is caught from below you will suffer a little, if it is caught from above, you will be
destroyed.
 It will come suddenly, either the ox to the field, or the horse to the threshing-floor.
 After the war people will run for half an hour to find a person and make him a brother.
 There will be a time, when a woman will drive ten Turks away with a roka, ("ρόκα", meaning corn
or piece of wood used in weaving, in earlier times, here symbol of a weapon).
 The troops will not make it to Town, in the middle of their way the news will come that the desired
has come. (With "desired" Saint Kosmas means the return of Constantinople to Greeks).
 They will put great and unbearable taxes on you, but they will not have the time to receive them.
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 The reason for the general war will come from Dalmatia. First, Austria will be dismembered and
then Turkey.
 They will try to solve it with a pen, but they will not be able to. 99 times with the war and one with
the pen (the matter of the Town).
 If 3 powers are found and agree, nothing will happen to you.
 If the matter is resolved with war, you will suffer a lot of disasters, in three countries, only one will
remain...
 They will put taxes on chickens and windows.
 They will ask you to become soldiers. But they will not have the time to do so.
 The Turks will learn the secret 3 days faster than the Christians.
 The destruction will be done by a bald man.
 The destruction will come from high from within the port.
 It will be the 8th century when all these happen. (The eighth millennium from Adam).
 It will come when two summers and two Easters come together. (We have two Easters when the
Evangelism of Holy Mary - 25th of March - is in the week that follows Easter Sunday).
 It will come suddenly, the horses will remain tied in their work and you will leave.
 You will sleep with some and you wake up with others.
 A lot will happen, the cities will become like shanties.
 From a bread the half will get lost, and a whole one as well (could it be the cutback of salaries?).
 When you hear that the war has begun, then it is close.

Prophecies to have in mind
 You who are found here in the high mountains are lucky, because they will protect you from many
disasters. You will hear but will not see the danger. Three hours or three days you will suffer.
 It will come suddenly. Have a bag of wheat hung on the door. This will prevent you when leaving.
Do not leave it. Take it with you, so that your children will eat.
 The villages that are close to the road, will suffer a lot.
 You will see three families in one house.
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 You will also see a regular army, you will see a rebel one (guerilla), you will suffer a lot from them.
 They will ask you for your rifles, have double, so to give one and keep the other. One rifle will save
100 souls.
 There will be a time when the harmony that exists today among people and clergy, will not exist.
 Clergymen will become the worst and the most disrespectful of all.
 It is sad to tell you this, today, tomorrow we expect thirsts, great hungers, that we will give
thousands of golden coins and we will not find any bread.
 Curse the Pope, because he will be the reason.
 Have three doors, if they block one, you will leave from the other.
 If someone hides behind a door, he will save himself, it will be sudden.
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Prophecies of Elder Paisios, the Athonite.

The recently deceased and famous Elder Paisios, the Athonite (1924 - 1994), often talked to the
thousands of worshippers who visited him in Mount Athos (Holy Mount) and predicted the soon
forthcoming serious events, of our days.
These prophecies of Elder Paisios, are in the same spirit and exactly in the same logical series of
events of all the previous prophecies.
The greatest and most remarkable selection and collection of these prophecies of Elder Paisios, are
hoarded out in the book of air-force major Nikolaos Zournatzoglou titled "Testimonies of worshippers
– Elder Paisios the Athonite".
In the last chapter (National matters) of this book, many prophecies of Elder Paisios have been
registered from testimonies of worshippers which are mentioned by their names, (most of which I can
personally confirm, as an eye witness of many conversations, due to my many visits to Elder Paisios)
in which the following are mentioned:

 So clearly, Elder Paisios declared to worshippers that Turkey will firstly attack Greece, it will
temporarily conquer one or two islands of the Aegean Sea, but the Russians will immediately
intervene, which will attack Turkey and crush it.

 "The Turks have kolyva (the wheat offered during funerals or memorials for the deceased) on their
belts" with this phrase Elder Paisios stated that Turks are condemned to death and that once they
attack us, it will be their end from the Russians.

 Turks are a nation, which has not issued from God’s blessing, and that is why they will be
destroyed and erased from the map.

 Russians will crush Turks, they will continue the war up to the Persian gulf and they will reach up
to Jerusalem. Next, a world war of the westerns against the Russians will follow and the big cities
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will end up like shantytowns.

 In this war, Greece will not participate, they will slaughter around us and we will be on the outside,
in the end, the Russians will be forced to surrender the Town to Greeks.

 Regarding the prophecy of Saint Kosmas that the Turks will reach Examilia (in Greek meaning six
miles), Elder Paisios said that these are the six marine miles and that the Turks will go up to there
with their ships and they will be destroyed, but not by us.

 Also, Elder Paisios says that these will happen, when this generation of politicians who govern
Turkey now, ends and a new one takes over.

 Somewhere else he says that shortly before the events, a withdrawal from both sides of the
embassies of Greece and Turkey will precede, and somewhere else that with these events great
hunger will come to Greece and bread will be very hard to find.
He advised people to have a small field and to cultivate it a bit, because close to them someone
who doesn't have any, will be helped.

 Cyprus will be justified, it will suffer difficulties, but it will be set free and will be orthodox and
Greek.

 Greece will pay.

 He also said that we must be careful of the Albanians, which will be dangerous for us.
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Prophecy of Elder Joseph of Vatopedi.
Listen nations and people

all of it to be in flames

of all the universe,

and burn like a candle.

and you reader be careful

In vain Arktos fights

of what you will read.

to keep

They are tough and sad,

the notorious straits

but they are destined

in the end will become indignant,

to happen what in the books

because from the East,

are written.

Korea, Manjuria

Our fathers wrote them,

America invades

so that people will know

with Japan

from this war

and in a rush goes

what they are going to suffer.

straight to Siberia

In order to appeal to God

while on the West side

and to repent,

Germany wins.

if they want to save themselves

And then it is impossible

and live happily.

for Russia to hang on

Τhe fire will immediately start

and abandons the straits

from a small cause

Egypt and Turkey.

a shout of war comes

Arktos is beaten from all sides

from Bulgaria.

and leaves at full speed,

Russia suddenly

like an unruly herd

invades Turkey

is scattered.

and like a rushing stream

Then along with it

it sweeps Persia,

insidious Turkey will be defeated

and goes on impetuous,

because it will act mischievously,

reaches Palestine,

a great treason.

antichrist wants to be

Because, after it has all been seized

God of the world.

by Russia,

Then, together come down

it will become an ally of it

the nations of the West

and with Bulgaria.

alas to the nations of the North

That is why whichever Christians

all of them turn to ashes.

are in Town

With rage Arktos defends hard

and in its suburbs,

in Turkey (Arktos=Russia)

must all leave.

which made Greece

Because the Town will burn
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and no resident

then there will be war,

will be left alive in it.

that has never been waged before,

Only Zion will be left,

alas to the disrespectful,

this home and Temple

none of them will remain.

of God’s Wisdom (Hagia Sofia)

Then Greece, neutral

which will remain a forever lit

and always offensed,

lighthouse of church,

will ask for justice

from which the light will spread

and will await ready,

to the whole Universe

without getting involved

of the kingdom of Christ

and then it will speak,

and people await.

when God’s trumpet

The first phase has ended,

is blown from the sky,

Of the horrible war

in order to be justified.

so much suffering of five months

Then, all the nations together

are not enough my God?

will slaughter each other wildly

And again a new war

in the borders of the Town

will start will break out,

mostly for the Straits.

alas to the human

Then the ox will sail and drown

for what he will go through.

in blood,

After Russia has been defeated

then the bran will be cleared

and the world calms down,

from the wheat.

a new great storm

In the sea, wherever it is found

will break out immediately.

A ship will not be left

The same starts again,

and the sea will turn red

the winners deliberate,

from blood.

but they conflict each other

The Town will be entirely burnt

in negotiations.

and there will be no trace

The matter of the Town

of a materialist person,

will come up again

because he has done a lot.

and people will be confused

The Temple will be alone,

and will not untangle.

the one of God’s Wisdom

Immediately dispute

the garnishment of His bride,

falls on Crete

of his Holy Church.

and at once

The battle will last

the hatred and passions ignite.

for three days and nights,

After the powerful of the earth

and whoever comes out alive

are disappointed,

will have great luck.
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Eighteen states together

to prelate to shepherd,

raged with obstinacy,

my sheep which go around

will slaughter each other frantically

alone with no sheepfold.

sunk in blood.

My voice will be heard at night

rd

On the 3 day exactly,

and people terrified

whoever is alive

will be surprised

exhausted from the battle,

by the voice of my trumpet.

will see surprised

And immediately the arrow will turn

up there in the sky,

towards the South to Greece

towards the right places

which will glow like a candle

a big star shinning

by the light from the sky.

more than the sun.

Then ambassadors

and under the star

will arrive in Greece,

a cross will shine

and Greece will be very happy

red with flames

fast and hastily.

and the nations surprised

Then, Greece will get up

will hear from the sky

first with its army

a thunderous voice

to happily fulfill

of an unexpected angel,

its holy goal.

and they will stand still.

To conquer with no fights

They will drop the weapons

its holy places

on the ground

that the enemies took from it,

and they will look at the star

and all people know about.

terrified like fossilized

Then the refugees together

“Wait” a voice will be heard.

leaping with joy,

Wait where you are,

will run to their places

because enough people’s blood

flying like eagles.

is spilled.

Then the Greek king,

Go straight ahead immediately

chosen by God,

there to the places on the right,

will be perfect in everything

follow the arrow,

and in the universe

which comes out of the star,

he will master and administer

and there you will find a person

with justice,

a holy one of mine.

and earth will be happy

I chose him as a shepherd

with perpetual peace.

for my flock,

The war weapons

you choose him too

will become tools
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and agrarian ploughs

Take the decision

and peace and happiness,

and think logically

will reign everywhere

if you want to live

and people will live like brothers

and to be saved eternally,

on earth

all of you must repent,

and will not ask

turn towards the divine,

each other if they are foreigners,

because there is no salvation

but they will be called brothers

other than this.

from Adam’s breed.

The war that is coming

Greeks, come to your senses,

has never been waged before

this is the truth,

so big and terrifying

do not be deceived by the faithless

and there will be no peace,

that these are fairy-tales.

if the bran is not cleared

All these will happen,

from the wheat

the time is coming,

and the weeds will burn

the universe is agitated

like the dry, dry grass.

and doesn't it scare you?
The disaster that comes
will hit the disrespectful,
and disappear them

THE END
AND PRAISE GOD

from earth pitilessly.

Some more extracts from the words of Elder Joseph of Vatopedi:

 Even those who destroyed the Byzantine culture, they are not the Turks who did that, they are the
crusaders, the Europeans, the Catholics, who reinforced Turks to destroy Byzantium. So God will
gather their descendants in there and there they will get slayed.
You are younger and you will see it, because you will be alive. Now the great collision will happen.

 God charged the fall of Byzantium to Catholics, that is why in this war that happens now, God will
arrange the sinner sperm of Catholics to spilt its blood in the town. All those who will go there to
fight, will all die there.
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 Turkey will be erased from the map once and for all. And not only will it be erased, but there will
not be a single page in the world history, which will bring to memory the fact that this damned tribe
ever existed.

 God in his own way, will set the Christians free and will raise them again in their line. And
Byzantium will be restored. And do you know why? Because the European people will unite again.
Who will guide them? No one holds. Only we hold the Orthodox faith.

Also, from a video on the internet (Youtube), in which Elder Joseph speaks and whoever wants may
listen to him, we have the following very important information concerning the events which will take
place in Greece, slightly before the beginning of the war.

There, Elder Joseph tells us that a political abnormality will precede in Greece, the international fund
will be withdrawed and public employees will be fired.

Elder Joseph of Vatopedi (1946 - 2009) was a charismatic monk, spiritual father of the holy
monastery of Vatopedi of Mount Athos, who recently died on 1/7/2009 and in a miraculous way a few
hours after his death, all his face was covered with a smile. Pictures of this miraculous event can be
found on the internet.
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Synopsis from author Panagopoulos.

In the synopsis at the end of the book "Saints and wise about those that shall happen in the future" of
D. Panagopoulos, who dealt with the prophecies, some complementary pictures about the events of
the third world war are given there by him, without mentioning however the origin of these
prophecies.
But given the person’s seriousness and the desire for the readers’ spherical awareness, we promptly
add synoptically, the following.

 Bulgaria is destroyed, Sophia goes up in flames and the Bulgarian army pursued by the Russians
retreats in Greece and is being disarmed.

 Germany attacks Russia.

 Italy will debark army in Albania against the Russians and it will respect the Greek territories,
surprised and afraid by the miracle of Saint Spiridonas.

 England will become a pawn of Russia.

 Japan will defeat Russia after five months and then the Italians and Germans will conquer the
whole Turkey and beyond.

 Three commissionaires will be appointed in the east, one of them will conquer the town and then
another eighteen will rush, in order to conquer it again, killing one another.

 Greece will be neutral with its army at its borders and an onlooker of the events.

 The ships of the Mediterranean Sea will be thrown in the air like lighted dry branches.
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 Whoever is left from the war, which will stop by a miracle, will be led by a rainbow from the sky, will
deliver John from Greece and will declare him an Emperor.

 Rome will go up in flames and the pope will be abolished.

 Germany will be the first to endorse Orthodoxy.
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Α recent prophecy.

The following prophecy, which concerns the 3rd World War, has recently come out on the internet
and it is attributed to a clergyman of old age, whose name has not been announced.
Because the descriptions of this prophecy coincide in a great degree with all the aforementioned
prophecies of the Saints and are exciting and interesting, only informingly and without being in a
position of verifying it, or turning it down at the moment, we include it in this collection, with a few
corrections and with every precaution.
The wrong time correspondence and attribution in practice of some references of this prophecy, that
we will see below, I don’t think that offends the possibility of real vision and prophecy, but for some
differentiations of the general picture that it indicates in some of its points, it is good to keep a slightly
reserved position, given that the person who transferred this prophecy, mentions that some points
are concealed and cut out, for obvious reasons.
The truth of all the prophecies and interpretations is very soon expected to be judged by the actions
and from the results.
The relevant text, which is on the internet and after some corrections, is as follows:

<< And suddenly, one night while he was praying, (When the Turks killed Solomos and Isaac) the
forthcoming started unraveling in front of him, as if I was watching a movie, he told me.
Guys, I am sure that he concealed something unpleasant from me.
The things that someone wrote about seven wars are true. Each war will be wilder that the previous
one, each war will involve more countries, and it will spread in wider geographical areas.
Between all the wars intervals of peace will occur.
The people, whose countries will be at war will be running and begging God, but they will not be
heard. The others who will live in non-belligerent countries, will not take the example of their
neighbors’ disasters, but will ask for war and disaster to take revenge from their enemies.
The war will spread on an international scale. Ruins, hunger, misery, rebellions, pillages and illnesses
will prevail.
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The first war was the one which happened in Georgia.
Greece will set its army in the power of the upcoming chosen king.
Russia will face another challenge-assault from Georgia and this time it will destroy Georgia
completely. Unfortunately, the losses of Georgia’s non-combatant population will be terrifying. While
the Russians fight in Georgia, the Ukrainians will be prompted by the Americans to make great
challenges against the Russians.
Turkey will allow American ships and aircrafts to pass through its air space and straits, in order to hit
Russians. At that time the countdown for the Turks begins. The Russians will conquer the Ukrainians
very soon, to be precise, very few Ukrainians will fight the Russians and will be accepted in towns
with enthusiasm.
Over Ukraine and the Black Sea the Americans and Russians will fight (air fights) for the first time
and the Russians will crushingly predominate.
In Turkey dictatorship will have been imposed, while the Kurds will revolt.
Global economical agitation. The economies collapse one after the other, pause of payments takes
place, people’s insurrections with economical demands, but also Europeans’ denial for enlistment.
A crucial point of credibility of all the things I mention, is the following: The discussion with the elder
man took place in September 2007. Next year, the same month or in the beginning of October, the
assault of the American-Israelites will have taken place against Iran. The war will be caught from
below, as a blessing for Greece. But, war will break out in our neighborhood as well. Albanians,
Croatians, Bosnians, Muslims, Americans and some NATO against Serbia and Russia.
In Greece, in a few weeks, the government will fall and we will go to elections. Exactly at that time,
the junta which will govern Turkey, will attack us.
The Black Sea will become a Russian lake after the conquest of Turkey (it will be the first country
that will try the Russian, secret super-weapons).
The Russians, due to the fact that they will meet the resistance of Turks and because they will be in
a hurry to vanquish them fast, so that NATO will not have the time to help them, they will finish them
off completely.
Earlier, the Russians will have invaded Georgia, Ukraine, Armenia, Azerbaijan repelling the
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American troops.
In the North, they will invade and conquer all the Scandinavian countries, Finland, Sweden, Norway.
While these countries will seemingly keep a neutral position, in the end, from their territories the first
serious assault will be launched on the territory of Russia with the non-combatant population being
the victims. The disaster which they will suffer, will shock the whole humanity.
Next, they invade Poland, Czech, Slovakia, Romania, Moldavia. The people of the orthodox countries
of the Balkans will revolt and overthrow their enslaved governments and enter an alliance with the
Russians. Serbians and the Romanians, but not the Bulgarians.
Then, the Russians descent to the South, in order to help their allies, the Arabs and mostly the
Iranians, who will be attacked by the Americans. The Americans will have conquered the coastal
zone of Iran after a rapid fight, but they will not be able to proceed to the inside of the country,
because of the great resistance of the Persians. The Russians will sweep the whole of Persia and will
destroy the American-NATO powers. Next, they will invade Iraq, Syria, Jordan, Lebanon, Kuwait and
finally, Israel. Then USA and Israel will attempt to drop the first nuclear, but the Russians will defuse
them. They will cause a world stoppage of energy and telecommunications.
Then, they will proceed in Egypt and conquer the Suez Canal. On their way to the Middle East, the
Russians will pass their troops over and through Greece, without however the slightest damage for
the Greeks. Their transition will be very fast.
This ability of theirs, to transfer great forces across great distances and very fast, will be a very big
advantage for the Russians and it will be due to new aircrafts, which will be like flying pans.
After that, they will turn towards the Balkans, to help the Serbians, who will be attacked by NATO and
Muslim and catholic countries of the Balkans and they will win.
What will bend the Russians and lead them to regroup their forces will be the treason of the Chinese.
While in the beginning they will be with them, after a while due to the greatest exchange ever given in
the world; the acquisition of all Siberia, the Chinese will retreat, and the worst, they will allow the ally
troops to hit Russians from the back.
The rascals, the army that they did not send to help the Russians, they will send against the heroic
Greek army, which will be guided by the Godsend King John. But there, total disaster will await them,
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from the heavenly battalions of angels, which will crush them. King John, following his appointment to
the throne will continue the wars, this time against the Chinese. How would the Greek army, along
with some allies from orthodox countries, 100-150 thousand, fight against an army of 200 millions? if
the Lord had not obviously intervened in order to crush his enemies?
The praised Lord’s servants, the Saint Angels will bring the fire which will come down from the sky
and "melt" the Chinese.
After the Chinese, he will turn against all Muslims, first in Asia and then in North Africa.
But we haven't finished with the first war.
Russians will regroup in eastern Thrace and in the opposite Asian territories. The westerns will get off
in Albania and through Paraegnatia (Egnatia is a Greek highway that connects the Ionian sea with
Turkey and Paraegantia is the parallel road which passes through Albania and Bulgaria), which will
have been destroyed in a great degree, will start moving to the east. But because they will have a big
problem trying to move in a destroyed road network, (bombed roads, blasted bridges and under
fierce attacks by the Russians) they will make a cunning decision. They will convey the biggest part
of their troops on Egnatia street of our Greece. This will happen because on one hand, Greece will be
neutral and its road network will not be damaged and on the other, because Greece will informally be
an ally of Russia, the Russians would not dare to hit an “ally” and a friendly to them, country. And so
it will be.
But the allies will hate the Greeks terribly, because they did not fight the Russians, so they do not
have the destructions and losses they will have, with their countries destroyed and their favorite
people, possibly dead.
Alas to the Greeks who will fall in their hands. With ridiculous justifications, that every farmer or
shepherd will be asked to answer about whether the town is far or near, they will be tortured to death.
They will decline from their route and rush into big and small towns.
The disgraces of the crusade will be repeated. Houses will be pillaged, women regardless of their
age will be raped, people will be murdered, churches will be burnt, priests will be pilloried and the
disasters will be perpetual, because when one military unit leaves, the next will arrive….
The only salvation is fleeing to the mountains and hiding in the woods. Alas to old people, pregnant
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women, small children and incapable people.
But the “salary” of the new crusaders will be heavy and disastrous before the walls of
Constantinople.
The following days, a world economic agitation will start (it will be artificial), with a breakdown of the
monetary system.
NATO, because there will be a traffic jam on Egnatia! ( the elder man told me that the troops will be
about 3 million), will send a part of them through Thessaly. Terrible disaster will await the habitants of
these regions, where they will pass by. The villages of the plain will be destroyed, since there will be
no natural coverage.
Those who will be saved, will be the villages on the foothills of Olympus and Kisavos mountains. The
forces from Thessaly and from the north, from Egnatia will be joined outside Thessaloniki. A new
capture will await the town. Atrocities will await the luckily few, remaining residents.
During the timely limited Greek-Turkish clash not a single Greek soldier will be killed. But there will
be injuries.
The soldiers will have their finger on the trigger. There will be shootings, cannonades mostly on the
islands, but they will be during spontaneous actions.
I asked this personally, because I could not understand what kind of war this will be, where not a
single Greek will die.
The Divine veil will protect us and next the enlightened military leadership, which already prepares
the defending dogma of the country, according to the forthcoming events.
The Turks have planned, (from now on some events will be left out, others will be cut off and others
will be kept secret,for easily understood reasons) to conquer many big Greek islands. At the same
time, they will incite economic immigrants, people of the same religion, with military equipment, which
is already located in predetermined places in our country.
Their mission will be actions of sabotage, blowing up of bridges, roads, arsons. The security services
of our country know all of these.
The most dangerous sabotage will be water-reservoirs and potable water….
From information that the Turks will have, they will understand that the attempt of conquering Greek
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islands will equal with a tragedy.
Then, they will attempt the ultimate snap, hitting straightly continental Greece. They will board their
army on ships, and head for disembarkation from Kavala to Athens! They will believe that we have
put the weight on the islands and left the terrestrial region unprotected.
They will reach up to a breath from their target. Six marine miles from the coasts. There disaster will
find them.
When Turks see that they can not conquer the islands of the Aegean, they will attack Cyprus as a
distraction. There hard battles will take place. There will be great losses in both army and noncombatant population. Luckily, the quick descent of the Russians, will force them to withdraw all their
forces, to defend their country.
Then, Greek-Cypriot forces will re-conquer the dominated territories. Unfortunately, events of
national cleansing will take place.>>
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EPILOGUE

The urgency of this hot matter and the lack of more time have not allowed this project, to be
developed, analyzed and investigated at the time being, in the degree that we would like.
From the total of the existing prophetic words, that we have in mind about this particular matter
which we have examined, we included the most substantial and important part of these given
prophetic words, but we left out some riddled or inaccessible or unimportant at first sight texts, which
would slow us down without adding many or new things to the already completed general picture of
the events.
However in the future, all these omitted texts will have to be included in this basic, initial project.

In this book, we mainly concentrated on the prophetic words regarding the third World War and the
present project was firstly intended to only be a last complementary, defining, explanatory and
clarifying section of a wider and much more substantial book, about the total consideration, review
and presentation of the missing prophetic words about the future of humanity and creation, which has
already been completed and will immediately come out.
Because the prophecies included there, from a greater height of consideration of the future, had
plenty of references for the third World War, the prophecies which are included here, are designated
only as a last, complementary and clarifying appendix.
However, it was decided that it was more preferable for “THE WARNING” to precede independently,
as a separate book ahead of the other, for the necessity of fastest spreading and urgent updating and
warning of people, which has to be done immediately, as it results from the logical processing and
speculation of the contents of these prophecies.
But, the by far more substantial and more important main and general work on the prophecies, which
precedes this one and which is expected, will be a worldwide surprise, as it will be ascertained,
because through the combination, correlation and the analysis of the prophetic texts, not only the
future of humanity and creation results, but also the whole spiritual determination, the legislation and
design of this creation which for the first time, is presented worldwide, is analyzed and explained.
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The purpose of this book, as well as of the prophecies, is to warn people in order to offer them the
very big advantage of warning, which allow them to prepare both psychologically and practically, so
as to protect themselves and face the forthcoming events.
So, as far as people’s warning, for everyone's personal and individual preparation in sight of the
forthcoming events, we would like to believe that it will be succeeded fast in everybody’s best
interest, but also with everybody’s help for the wide circulation and spread of this urgent warning and
informative book.

However, the issue of dealing with the threats, which have already appeared in our national horizon,
and the huge dangers of the forthcoming third World War, is not only an issue of personal and
individual preparation, that of course everyone has to have, but also becomes an issue of national
understanding and regulation of the determination which brings these events.
So, the aforementioned next book, with deep knowledge and understanding of the spiritual laws and
the determination of creation, through which the prophetic words are worldwide given, analyzed and
explained for the first time, has as a target, besides other things, to offer Greece simply and clearly,
all that precious deep knowledge and guidance which is needed, in order for it to pass harmlessly
through the river of fire which is coming.
As we saw in the case of the Byzantine empire, in advance, the prophecies clearly made its fall in
the hands of Turks known, while for our days, the consequences which modern Greece will be
subjected to are not defined clearly, finally and definitely, this is something that until the last moment
will be changed, regulated and determined by the final behavior and reaction of the Greeks towards
the messages given from above, which will immediately be given to them and will become
understandable.
But all these urgent and hot revelations, are analyzed in the aforementioned and upcoming surprise
book, which like this, will have to spread immediately, as a given from above, momentous word of
warning, protection and salvation for Greece.
The title of the next book will be: "The Flying Eagle" and will come with worldwide news that will
surprise all humanity.
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